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Mechanical Energy Harvesting Taxonomy
for Industrial Environments:
Application to the Railway Industry
Pablo López Dı́ez, Iosu Gabilondo, Eduard Alarcón, Francesc Moll

Abstract
Traditional industry is experiencing a worldwide evolution with Industry 4.0. Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have a main
role in this evolution as an essential part of data acquisition. The way in which WSNs are powered is one of the main challenges
to face if Industry wants to achieve the digital transformation. Energy harvesting technologies are one of the possible solutions to
this challenge. The main purpose of this paper is to present a novel method to taxonomize knowledge in the field of mechanical
energy harvesting to enhance the use of energy harvesting technologies in industrial applications. The methodology is based
on the analysis of key parameters and performance metrics for existing technologies. The taxonomy is applied to rail axles in
order to select the energy harvesting technology that is more appropriate for this specific location, demonstrating the potential of
mechanical energy harvesting technologies (MEHTs) for the railway industry, as a use case of industrial environment. Additionally,
the taxonomy allows to identify upcoming challenges for research purposes while analyzing the compatibility among mechanical
energy harvesting technologies in order to create hybrid harvesters.
Index Terms
Energy harvesting, Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), Mechanical energy, Rotational motion, Railway industry.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the next few years the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is expected to offer promising solutions to transform many
existing industrial sectors such as transportation and manufacturing [2], consolidating the development of Industry 4.0. WSNs
composed by Electronic Smart Systems (ESSs) will have a crucial role in this growth as a very important part of IIoT. In
order to provide these systems with the necessary portability and energy autonomy, wireless and compact energy sources are
needed [3]. Nowadays, these devices are powered using primary batteries in most cases, but the interest in energy harvesting
devices is increasing [4] as the best alternative to combine with batteries.
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Energy harvesting systems convert different kinds of energy harvesting sources (EHSs) available in the environment into the
electrical domain [5] by using energy harvesters based on energy harvesting technologies (EHTs). Electric energy is conditioned
by the power conditioning circuit (PCC) to be stored into an energy storage element or delivered to the load by the power
management circuit (PMC) as represented in Fig.1, which describes the structure of a typical Autonomous Electronic Smart
System (AESS).
Energy harvesting in industrial environments can be classified into three categories: mechanical energy harvesting (MEH),
thermal energy harvesting (TEH) and radiant energy harvesting (REH) [6], as described in Fig.2. Each category has different
kinds of EHSs which are converted into electric energy through EHTs.
The number of publications in the field of energy harvesting has significantly increased in the last years [7]. Therefore, a
systematic and structured review of knowledge in this field is timely and needed, in order to define a detailed energy harvesting
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knowledge structure. Previous works have studied in detail EHTs [3], [8], but a procedure to analyze the compatibility between
EHSs and EHTs has not been done.
The purpose of this article is to present the guidelines to be followed in order to elaborate a comprehensive energy harvesting
taxonomy, which can be used as a method to select the EHT approach that is more appropriate for each industrial location. An
energy harvesting category has to be selected from all existing categories (MEH, TEH and REH) to perform the taxonomy.
Since mechanical energy is the most common kind of energy in industrial environments [9], MEH have been selected for
study. In particular, due to the large amount of mechanical energy sources that can be found in an industrial environment,
the taxonomy is applied to the representative and challenging case of rotary locations. However, the procedure applied in this
article can be used in the same way to structure the rest of MEHSs and taxa (TEH and REH). The procedure is based on the
following steps:
1) Summarize the current state of the art of MEH with a systematic review of MEHSs and MEHTs (Section II-A and II-B
respectively).
2) Perform a method to taxonomize MEH based on performance profiles and apply it to rotational motion (Section III-A
and Section III-B respectively), identifying MEHTs trends and research and technology gaps in the field of MEH.
Once MEH taxonomy is performed, it is applied to the railway industry due to the large number of applications that WSNs
have in this sector [10]. It is applied to rail axles, of the many possible locations, in order to select the MEHT that is more
appropriate for this specific location, which is of strategic interest.
II. MEH KNOWLEDGE REVIEW
In this section, a comprehensive state of the art of MEHSs and MEHTs is presented.
A. Mechanical Energy Harvesting Sources
Mechanical energy is present in the environment in many ways such as vibration, flowing fluids or sound [11]. It is the
cause of changes in an object’s motion and structure. There are different types of MEHSs present in an industrial environment
which have to be correctly identified in order to apply the best MEHT for each case. In the next lines a brief description of
each MEHS will be given with common examples of typical locations where they can be found:
• Rotational motion: It is every motion in which each particle of a rigid object rotates around an axis, through the same
angle, with the same angular speed and the same angular acceleration [12]. Examples: shafts, wheels and gears.
• Linear motion: It is that in which a body moves in a straight line. Examples: linear bearings and guides.
• Vibration: It can be found in locations where a force is applied to a body forcing it to move around its equilibrium
position [12]. Examples: imbalanced mass in a system, tear and wear of materials [7] and shaft misalignment [13].
• Strain-deformation: The structure of an object can be modified in length, shape and volume by applying external forces [12]
or temperature variations. Examples: industrial heat treatment and physical deformations.
• Impact: Impacts occur when two objects come together for a short period of time producing impulsive forces on each
other [12]. Examples: punching machines, forging hammer machine and hydraulic breakers.
• Sound: It is every mechanical longitudinal wave that propagates through a gas, liquid or solid and the audible range of
which includes frequencies from 20Hz to 20kHz for humans [12]. Examples: industry machinery and combustion engines.
When analyzing an industrial location, it is important to consider that all MEHSs previously exposed are related to each
other. Some MEHSs cause another MEHSs to be present in an industrial environment, such as vibrations in machinery which
can cause deformations and sounds. Applying the appropriate MEHTs to convert secondary MEHSs in addition to primary
MEHS would allow to improve the overall efficiency of the energy harvesting system.
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B. Mechanical Energy Harvesting Technologies
MEHTs convert MEHSs into electric energy. There are three main technologies based on three main physical principles
of operation (piezoelectric, electromagnetic and electrostatic). The rest of MEHTs (variable reluctance, magnetostrictive,
magnetoelectric and Wiegand) are considered as secondary technologies because they operate according to the above principles
of operation as described in Fig.3.
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1) Primary MEHTs: Primary MEHTs and their principles of operation are analyzed.
• Piezoelectric: Piezoelectric transducers generate electric power due to the ability of piezoelectric materials to exhibit a
surface charge in response to applied mechanical stress [9], principle of operation known as piezoelectricity [14]. Fig.4
shows how a piezoelectric transducer produces positive/negative voltages when it is stretched/compressed (depending upon
its operating mode and polarization) [15].
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Fig. 4. Principle of operation - Piezoelectric
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The output power will be higher if the system vibrates at its natural frequency [16], which dictates the selection of material
(single crystals, ceramics or polymers) [17] and dimensions [7].
Piezoelectric technology is commonly used to convert vibrations into electric energy [8] but it has been also studied to
convert rotational motion [18]–[25], strain-deformation [26], [27] and impacts [28]–[32] into electrical domain.
Electromagnetic: The electromagnetic harvesters’ principle of operation is based on Faraday’s law of electromagnetic
induction. This law states that a variable magnetic flux through a surface, bounded by the conductor, induces an electrical
current in any closed circuit [9] as described in Fig.5. Electromagnetic harvesters are composed of a magnetic source and
a coil that are in relative motion to each other [33].
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Fig. 5. Principle of operation - Electromagnetic

Electromagnetic technology is highly frequency-dependent as a consequence of Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction,
as can be analyzed in eq. 1.
V (t) = −N A

dB
sin(α)
dt

(1)
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•

The voltage induced by an electromagnetic harvester is proportional to the time rate of change of the magnetic field flux
(dB/dt) through a coil with a determined number of turns (N ), a determined area (A) and a specific angle (α) between
the coil area and the magnetic field flux.
Electromagnetic harvesters have been extensively analyzed to convert rotational motion and vibrations into electric
energy [34], but this technology has been also studied to convert both linear motion [35] and impacts [36]–[39] into
electric energy.
Electrostatic: The electrostatic harvesters’ principle of operation is based on the variable capacitor concept [40]. It is
implemented by capacitive structures made of moving parallel plates. The material between these parallel plates can be
air, vacuum or any dielectric material [41]. The capacitance depends on the distance d between plates (contact-separation
mode), the area A that both plates have in common (sliding mode) and the material used in the intermediate layer as
described by
ε0 εr A
,
(2)
d
where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, and εr is the relative permittivity of the material used in the intermediate
layer [42].
Depending on these intermediate layers, electrostatic harvesters can be considered as electret-free (without intermediate
material) [41], electret-based (electret material) [41] and triboelectric (two different materials -triboelectrification-) [43],
which is represented in Fig.6.
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Fig. 6. Principle of operation - Electrostatic

Electrostatic technology is normally applied to harvest environmental vibrations [41] but they can be also used to harness
rotational motion [44]–[49] and strain-deformation [50]–[52].
2) Secondary MEHTs: MEHTs that are based on the previous principles of operation are now analyzed.
• Variable reluctance: Variable reluctance harvesters principle of operation is based on Faraday’s law described in eq. 1.
In this case, the variation of magnetic field is produced as a consequence of reluctance, the term coined by Oliver
Heaviside [53]. Reluctance is the analogous term of electrical resistance in the magnetic field. It forces the magnetic
flux through the magnetic circuit with less reluctance. As shown in Fig.7, by modifying the reluctance of a magnetic
path, a variable magnetic flux is produced and converted into electric power according to Faraday’s law [54]. Variable
reluctance harvesters are composed of a magnetic source, a coil (both of them stationary in relation to each other [33])
and a ferromagnetic material moving nearby that causes such reluctance variation.
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Variable reluctance technology is considered appropriate to convert rotational motion [33] into electric energy, but it could
be also used to harness linear motion.
Magnetostrictive: Also known as magnetoelastic harvesters, their principle of operation is based on two energy transduction
principles. First energy transduction principle is the Villari effect, also known as the piezomagnetic [55] and magnetomechanical effect [56], which is used to convert mechanical domain into magnetic domain. According to the Villari effect,
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a change in magnetization of magnetostrictive materials is produced in response to applied mechanical stress [56]. These
changes in magnetization are converted into electrical energy using Faraday’s law, as described in Fig.8.
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Fig. 8. Principle of operation - Magnetostrictive

A magnetostrictive harvester is composed by a magnetostrictive material (Terfenol-D, Metglas, Galfenol or Ni51.1Mn24Ga24.9) [57],
a pick-up coil used to convert variable magnetic field into electric power by Faraday’s law [58] and a permanent bias
magnet used to induce the magnetic field [56]. The magnetomechanical interaction of magnetostrictive harvesters is
expressed by the equation
B = d33 σ + µσ H,

•

•

(3)

where B is the magnetic flux density, d33 is the parameter describing the magnetomechanical effect, σ is the stress applied
to the magnetostrictive material, µσ is the magnetic permeability at a constant stress and H is the applied magnetic field
strength [59].
The flux density B variation can be converted into electric power by using Faraday’s law as exposed in eq. (1).
Magnetostrictive technology is mainly used to convert vibrations [58], [60]–[62] into the electrical domain. This technology
has also been analyzed to harness strain-deformation [63].
Wiegand: Wiegand harvesters are based on J.R. Wiegand’s wires invention [64]. These devices release a triangular voltage
pulse with an amplitude of several volts when they are subjected to an external, time-varying magnetic field [65]. Wiegand
wires have a different shell and core magnetic properties due to the patented method of manufacturing [66], which creates
a hardened outer shell in the wire with a higher magnetic hysteresis (HISTM AX ) than the center (HISTM IN ) [33]. As
described in Fig.9, when the external magnetic field value rises to (HISTM IN ), the magnetic polarization of Wiegand
wire core changes producing a voltage pulse by virtue of Faraday’s law. Afterwards, when the external magnetic field rises
to (HISTM AX ), a smaller voltage pulse is produced as a consequence of the Wiegand wire shell change of magnetization.
The amplitude of voltage pulses is independent of the external time-varying magnetic field frequency because the pulses
are produced by changes in core and shell polarity. Thus, only the pulse rate varies with magnetic field frequency variation.
This characteristic makes Wiegand transducers an attractive device for low-frequency applications [65].
Wiegand technology is generally considered appropriate to convert rotational motion into electric energy [67] but it could
also be appropriate to harness linear motion.
Magnetoelectric: Magnetoelectric harvesters use the Villari effect and piezoelectricity as energy transduction principles.
They are composed by layers of magnetostrictive and piezoelectric materials [68], so that when a variable magnetic field
is applied, the magnetostrictive layers are stressed thereby in turn stressing the piezoelectric layers [69]. In this way a
variable magnetic field is converted into electric power by piezoelectricity as shown in Fig.10.
The voltage generated by magnetoelectric harvesters is proportional to the stress generated by the magnetostrictive layers
into the piezoelectric material, which can be calculated as follows [70]
E
σ31p
=

2Em Ep tm 4ε0
,
(1 − ν)(2Em tm + Ep tp )

(4)

E
where the subscript m and p means magnetostrictive and piezoelectric respectively. The parameters σ31p
, E, t, 4ε0 and ν
are the compressive stress in the piezoelectric layer, the elastic modulus, thickness, the linear strain of the magnetostrictive
layer and Poisson’s ratio respectively. Finally, the output voltage obtained from the magnetoelectric harvester is expressed
as follows [70]
E
VOU T = 2 · g31 · tp · σ31p
,

(5)

where g31 is the piezoelectric voltage constant.
This technology is generally considered appropriate to convert vibrations into electric energy [71]–[74] but it has been
also analyzed to convert rotational motion into the electrical domain [75], [76].
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III. MEH TAXONOMY
Once MEH systematic review has been accomplished, a method to taxonomize MEH knowledge is presented and is applied
to rotational motion as MEHS. The purpose of such taxonomy is to study the relationship and capture the interplay between
MEHSs and MEHTs while discovering energy harvesting trends and research and technology gaps, thereby pointing upcoming
challenges. It can be also used to analyze the compatibility among MEHTs in order to create hybrid harvesters.
A. Description of the method
The method is based on key parameters analysis for each MEHT using associated bibliography for this purpose. Parameters
analyzed and assessment criteria are described below:
• Robustness: The ability of each MEHT to withstand harsh conditions of industrial applications is a limiting factor in the
selection of the MEHT that is more appropriate for each industrial location. It is evaluated from 1 to 5 depending on each
MEHT capability to resist harsh environments (e.g. vibrations, dust and impacts).
• Miniaturization: The ability of a technology to reduce its dimensions while maintaining performance is an important
parameter for the design of energy harvesting systems which are commonly used to power ESSs located in confined
spaces difficult to access. It is also evaluated from 1 to 5 depending on MEHTs capability to be miniaturized.
• Frequency: In an industrial location where a wide range of frequencies can be harvested, from low frequency/high
amplitude to high frequency/low amplitude excitations [77], the analysis of the frequency spectrum that each MEHT is
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capable to convert into electrical energy is an essential parameter in order to select the most appropriate technology for
each industrial application.
• Acceleration: As explained in [77], the maximum power that can be harvested from a rotary source depends on its
acceleration. Thus, the range of accelerations that each MEHT is capable of converting into electrical energy is a key
parameter in order to optimize the energy harvesting system design.
• Number of publications: This bibliometric parameter is analyzed as an indicator of research gaps and upcoming challenges.
It is evaluated according to the number of publications that evaluate each MEHT applied to each MEHS.
Other parameters of high technological interest, discarded for various reasons when developing the taxonomy, are the
following:
• Technology readiness level (TRL): A metric that evaluates the maturity of a MEHT is essential to analyze the fit of this
technology in a specific industrial application. However, the bibliography used to develop this taxonomy does not analyze
this parameter, so it cannot be parameterized.
• Scalability: The way in which a MEHT scales not only in size but also in power is a very relevant parameter when
selecting the most appropriate MEHT for an industrial location. Some publications analyze this parameter [78]–[80],
however more in-depth research is needed, so its analysis is postponed for future publications.
• Manufacturing costs: From an industrial point of view, the cost of manufacturing an energy harvesting solution is a key
parameter to analyze the feasibility of a hypothetical commercial device. Nevertheless, MEHT manufacturers do not even
provide cost estimates, so this parameter cannot be used to taxonomize MEH knowledge.
The selected parameters previously described are evaluated and represented in a performance profile for each MEHT as can
be seen in Fig.11. The values represented in these performance profiles are therefore not the theoretical limits of each MEHT,
but are the maximum values observed in the bibliography.
NUMBER OF
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100's Hz
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10's kHz
100's kHz
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10g
50g
100g
150g
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Fig. 11. MEHTs performance analysis

B. Rotational motion MEH taxonomy
In order to apply the previously exposed methodology to taxonomize, both primary MEHTs and secondary MEHTs are
taxonomized for rotational motion as MEHS. It should be noted that rotational motion sometimes produces other MEHSs as
secondary sources such as vibrations or impacts. Their performance profiles, represented in Fig.12 and Fig.13 respectively,
have been determined based on existing bibliography [20], [22]–[25], [42], [44], [46]–[49], [79], [81]–[93].
1) Primary MEHTs performance profiles: Primary MEHTs are taxonomized according to parameters previously exposed,
representing their performance profiles in Fig. 12.
• Piezoelectric: There are different ways to implement a piezoelectric harvester into a rotational motion to convert it into
electricity, which are basically divided into contact and contactless devices. [18], [20], [22] analyze the possibility of
using rotational motion to force impacts into the piezoelectric device that are used to produce energy, with an important
mechanical wear of the device as the main disadvantage. On the other hand, contactless devices are analyzed [19], [21],
[23]–[25] as a good alternative to contact devices.
As it can be seen in Fig. 12, piezoelectric main characteristics are good miniaturization (4) [81] and intermediate
robustness (3) for rotational applications [19], [24]. Piezoelectric technology is able to collect from low frequencies (Hz)
to intermediate frequencies (kHz) [25], although at high frequencies the efficiency of piezoelectric devices decreases [82].
Regarding maximum acceleration that piezoelectric technology is able to convert into electric energy, high values of 35G
have been observed [83]. In the last few years, the number of publications that analyze piezoelectric technology applied to
rotational motion has increased [20], [22]–[25], [94]–[96], so it can be concluded that there is a positive trend in this field.
Furthermore, there is still a challenge in adapting this technology to the rotational motion, which increases the interest in
this research area.
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Fig. 12. Primary MEHTs performance analysis

Electromagnetic: Electromagnetic harvesters can be placed into the rotary part of the application [88], [90], [97], [98] or
into the static part [89], [91], [92], [99]. As exposed in [33], in both cases the device is composed by a magnetic source
and a coil in relative motion to each other.
Electromagnetic technology’s performance profile, represented in Fig. 12, shows that this technology’s robustness is very
high (5) as a result of having been studied for years [84]. However, their miniaturization is a critical point (3) due to
their high dependence upon frequency [85] (reducing their volume would mean to increase the frequency to maintain
the obtained power [79]). Electromagnetic harvesters are able to collect up to 10’s kHz [79], [81] and accelerations of
50G [86]. Thus, electromagnetic technology is a good way to convert rotational motion into electric energy when there
are no size restrictions [7]. The large number of publications available in this field [84], [88]–[92], [97], [100]–[105]
indicates the interest in applying this technology to rotary locations.
• Electrostatic: The interest in electrostatic harvesters is increasing in the last years [47] as an effective way to convert
rotational motion into electricity.
As it can be analyzed in Fig. 12, electrostatic converters are favorable for the miniaturization (5) [42] but they have a
reduced durability and thus, a reduced robustness (1) [87]. Thus, there is an upcoming challenge to increase the durability
of this technology in order to meet the robustness requirements of industrial applications. This MEHT is capable to convert
high frequencies up to 10’s kHz and high accelerations of 140G [81]. Regarding the publications in this field, all references
that analyze the compatibility between this technology and rotational motion are focused in triboelectrification [44], [46]–
[49], [93]. Therefore, the analysis of electret-free and electret-based electrostatic converters applied to rotary applications
is a research gap to be considered.
2) Secondary MEHTs performance profiles: Similarly to primary MEHTs, secondary MEHTs’ performance profiles are now
analyzed.
•

SECONDARY MEHTs

Variable reluctance NUMBER OF
PUBLICATIONS
Magnetostrictive (Rotational motion)
Wiegand
Magnetoelectric
ROBUSTNESS

FREQUENCY

MINIATURIZATION

ACCELERATION

Fig. 13. Primary MEHTs performance analysis
•

Variable reluctance: Depending on which structure creates the variation of reluctance, the harvester can be placed on
both the rotating and the static part [106]. Variable reluctance harvesters applied to rotary locations take advantage of
existent structures [54] or structures designed to optimize the variation of reluctance [107], [108] and thus the quantity
of mechanical energy converted into electricity.
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As a consequence of using Faraday’s law to convert rotational motion into electric energy, variable reluctance’s performance
profile, represented in Fig. 13, has similar characteristics to electromagnetic technology. Therefore, the robustness of
this MEHT is very high (5) while its miniaturization (3) is also a critical point [109]. With regards to frequency and
acceleration, variable reluctance harvesters have the same operating range than electromagnetic ones, up to 10’s kHz and
50G respectively. Analyzing the number of publications in the field of variable reluctance applied to rotational motion [33],
[54], [106]–[108], it can be concluded that it is an interesting research gap to be addressed.
Magnetostrictive: This technology has not been evaluated yet for rotational motion. It is an interesting research gap that
should be explored in order to know the compatibility of magnetostrictive technology and rotary locations.
Despite of not being analyzed for rotational motion, magnetostrictive technology is characterized by a good miniaturization
(3) [62] and a good robustness (3) with respect to other MEHTs [60]. Their frequency and acceleration operation limits
at the present time are 1kHz [58], [59], [71] and 13G [110] respectively.
Wiegand: As explained in Section II-B, Wiegand devices need a variable magnetic field to produce electric energy, so a
Wiegand harvester is composed by a pair of opposite magnets in addition to a Wiegand device in order to produce changes
in Wiegand’s polarization. Thus, from a design standpoint, Wiegand system can be configured with a magnetic movable
and Wiegand static parts or vice versa. For rotational applications, both configurations have been proposed in [111], [112]
and [67] respectively.
Wiegand technology is characterized by a high robustness (4) [67] and a good miniaturization (4) [65] which make them
appropriate to use in industrial environments. Wiegand devices work properly until 7kHz [113] and the effects of the
acceleration on the power obtained are not represented in the performance profile as a consequence of not having been
analyzed so far. The low number of publications in the field of rotational motion [67], [111], [112] makes Wiegand
technology an opportunity to research and develop new systems.
Magnetoelectric: No references have been found that analyze the use of magnetoelectric technology to directly convert
rotational motion into electricity. However, [75], [76] study magnetoelectric technology in order to convert vibrations
produced by rotational motion into electric energy by using a cantilever in the transduction process.
Despite not having been analyzed for rotary motion, magnetoelectric technology is characterized by the high capability
to be miniaturized (4) [69] and its intermediate robustness (3) [74]. The maximum frequency and acceleration that
magnetoelectric technology is capable to convert up to date into electric energy are 337 kHz [69], [114] and 1G [72]
respectively. The absence of articles that analyze the compatibility between magnetoelectric technology and rotational
motion [75], [76] can be understood as a research opportunity that should be exploited.
IV. MEH TAXONOMY APPLIED TO RAILWAY INDUSTRY

Once all rotary MEH knowledge has been structured in order to perform a comprehensive MEH taxonomy, it can be applied
to real industry environments in order to select the MEHT approach that is more appropriate for each industrial location.
The railway industry is the selected use case as a consequence of the large number of applications that WSNs have in
the railway sector, such as infrastructure and vehicle health monitoring and logistical tracking solutions [10]. There are many
possible locations to place an energy harvesting system in a railway environment, depending on sensing requirements. Authors
have selected three of all possible locations to analyze which kind of MEHSs are present in each one, performing a MEHSs
analysis as described in Fig.14.
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Fig. 14. Railway environment MEHSs analysis
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From all possible locations into the train and its structure, rail axles have been selected by authors to apply the MEH
taxonomy. The MEHSs analysis described in Fig.14 shows that a large quantity of rotational motion can be found in this
location [115]. Thus, rotational motion MEH taxonomy previously performed in Section III-B must be applied.
A. Location analysis
In order to select the MEHT that is more appropriate for rail axles using the rotational motion MEH taxonomy, an analysis
of the location has to be performed. As mentioned in [115], railway environments are very harsh, especially those near the
bogie and axles. Because of this reason a robust (4) MEHT must be used. There is also not much space available near the axles,
so a severe space limitation is present in the use case. As a result, a MEHT with a good miniaturization (3) must be selected.
Regarding rotation frequency and accelerations of rail axles, their values usually reach 100’s Hz and 10’s G respectively.
Finally, no research publications have been found in the field of MEH applied to rail axles.
Once all these parameters have been analyzed, axles parameters profile is performed and represented in Fig.15, in order to
compare it with previous MEHTs ones.
RAILWAY LOCATION

Rail axles

ROBUSTNESS

NUMBER OF
PUBLICATIONS
(MEH for rail axles)

MINIATURIZATION

FREQUENCY

ACCELERATION

Fig. 15. Axles parameters analysis

B. Rotational motion MEH taxonomy application
After analyzing rail axles parameters profile, rotational motion MEH taxonomy is now applied to select the MEHT that is
more appropriate to convert axle’s rotational motion into electric energy, in order to power WSNs placed in such location.
Every energy harvesting system placed on rail axles must be robust in order to resist harsh conditions and high speeds
experienced in this location. As exposed in Fig.16 and Fig.17, electromagnetic, variable reluctance and Wiegand technologies
meet robustness requirements while the rest of MEHTs are not robust enough to be used in rail axles. As a consequence
of the severe space constraints on axles, the energy harvesting system must have a high miniaturization parameter value.
Despite the fact that all MEHTs meet miniaturization requirements to be applied in rail car axles, electrostatic, Wiegand and
magnetoelectric technologies are the most appropriate to be miniaturized.
PRIMARY MEHTs

Piezoelectric
Electromagnetic
Electrostatic
ROBUSTNESS

FREQUENCY

RAILWAY LOCATION
NUMBER OF
PUBLICATIONS
(Rotational motion)

Rail axles

MINIATURIZATION

ACCELERATION

Fig. 16. Primary MEHTs compatibility with rail axles

Analyzing the frequency and acceleration ranges of each MEHT, it can be concluded that all MEHT can collect the rotation
frequencies while it can be also observed that all MEHTs, except magnetoelectric and Wiegand, are capable to collect 10’s G
accelerations of analyzed location.
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SECONDARY MEHTs

RAILWAY LOCATION

Variable reluctance
Magnetostrictive
NUMBER OF
Wiegand
PUBLICATIONS
(Rotational motion)
Magnetoelectric

ROBUSTNESS

Rail axles

MINIATURIZATION

FREQUENCY

ACCELERATION

Fig. 17. Secondary MEHTs compatibility with rail axles

Thus, it can be concluded that electromagnetic technology is the most appropriate MEHT due to high robustness, technology
maturity and efficiency on harsh environments at high speeds. Variable reluctance can be also a good MEHT to apply on rail
axles due to the variation of reluctance that can be found in a railway environment and the good capability that this technology
has to be used in harsh environments. Finally, Wiegand technology can be applied as a secondary energy harvesting system used
to support other MEHTs. It can be used to recover energy when axles rotate at low frequencies, where neither electromagnetic
nor variable reluctance work properly as explained in Section II-B.
Furthermore, the rest of MEHTs are not considered appropriate to be located in rail car axles because they do not meet the
necessary robustness requirements. As soon as this problem is solved, they will become relevant MEHTs to convert rotational
motion present in the axles into electric energy.
V. C ONCLUSION
The predicted expansion of WSNs use due to IIoT will need all energy harvesting knowledge to be structured in order to
facilitate its implementation as WSNs power source. A systematic review of MEHSs and MEHTs state of the art is performed
in order to develop a comprehensive taxonomy. A comprehensive procedure to taxonomize this knowledge has been developed
analyzing key parameters based on existing bibliography. The taxonomy performed is applied to evaluate primary and secondary
MEHTs for rotational motion as MEHS.
In order to demonstrate the industrial applications of MEH taxonomy, it is applied to the railway industry, concluding that
electromagnetic, variable reluctance and Wiegand are the most appropriate MEHTs to convert rotational motion of rail axles
into electric energy in order to power AESSs placed there.
Thus, the taxonomy performed allows to identify the MEHT that is more appropriate for each rotary application, research
gaps and upcoming challenges in the field of MEH applied to rotational motion. It also allows to analyze the compatibility
between MEHTs in order to create hybrid harvesters which would allow to convert as much mechanical energy as possible
into electric power in an industrial environment.
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